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whatsapp can save contacts, messages, pictures, videos, sounds and voice messages to its servers. they can also be restored to other android or ios devices with the same contact information. since there is no way to download and decrypt whatsapp backups on the mobile device,
elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp 2.30 operates on the desktop computer, providing easy access to the latest whatsapp databases on the device. in order to keep the database file safe and intact, the tool uses aes-256 encryption and stores the file on the user's google drive. the program

can download, decrypt and extract all local whatsapp backups, all hosted whatsapp databases and contacts synced from the users google account. once the whatsapp files have been uploaded to the cloud, they can be downloaded and restored to other devices. this application is
available for both android and ios devices. if the device is running on ios, the application icon shows an apple on a blue background. to open the application, click on its icon. select the type of information you want to download. you can select the date range, and filter messages,

contacts, pictures, and videos. you can select the backup location and decide whether to download the backup or restore whatsapp databases. whats more, you can select the encryption options. as for android devices, you can simply start the application and click the scan button to
automatically select the backup. according to the creators, whatsextractor can download, decrypt and view the latest whatsapp database on your desktop computer, including all of the latest conversation history, emoticons, stickers, and status messages. the application can save your

whatsapp contacts, whatsapp chat history, and the latest whatsapp backups.
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elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp has many other features too: quick transfer of recent whatsapp messages: simply connect to the elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp server via bluetooth or wifi and elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp will transfer any of the latest whatsapp communication
history to your computer. extraction of google android backup: if your android phone uses a google account to back up the data, elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp can also extract the last whatsapp backup from the google drive. special recovery: if the whatsapp account is deleted,

elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp can still recover all of the whatsapp data, including encryption keys. deleted whatsapp messages: by design, whatsapp stores several backups of all deleted messages. if a user has deleted messages on the whatsapp server, those messages will also be
extracted for analysis. only saved messages can be recovered, though. incoming calls: if the user blocked the caller of a whatsapp message, the call will be stored and can be reviewed later. the process can be summarized as: authenticate the user via a code they received on their

trusted phone send the authentication code to the server ecomsoft explorer for whatsapp generates a new authentication code sends the authentication code to the contact you selected recover whatsapp chats from the contact all whatsapp accounts can only send and receive
messages on the whatsapp servers. this means that elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp can download all previous communication history from the users whatsapp account on the whatsapp servers. however, not all users will have access to whatsapp servers or server backups. 5ec8ef588b
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